Lagrangian of electronic liquid in magneto-inhomogeneous micro-conductor has been constructed. Corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation has been solved. It was shown that described system has eigenmodes of spin polarization and total electric current oscillations. Suggested approach allows to study spin dynamics in open-circuit which contains capacitance and/or inductivity.
At present, spintronics [1] is one of the most active areas of investigation in solid state physics. This interest is due, above all, to practical applications of spin-transport effects in modern microelectronics (for example, applications of the giant magnetoresistance [2] phenomenon). In most publications on spin transport research, a stationary situation is assumed, for instance, the transmission of direct current through the magnetic inhomogeneous layered conductor [3] . But specific spin-transport effects are also possible in a non-stationary regime. For example, in [4] AC spin-valve has been investigated. Another example is the effect of the "spin pendulum" [5] : the oscillations of the total current and the spin polarization in an inhomogeneous magnetic closed conductor provided the hydrodynamic transport of electrons. The consideration in [5] is based on the solutions of the spin hydrodynamics equations, which in turn were obtained by standard Chapman-Enskog method of quasi-classical kinetic equation solution. A description of "spin-pendulum" oscillations from more general principles is of independent interest as well as it can contribute to a better understanding of spin dynamics in solid state systems. In this article, we have developed classical Lagrange approach to the "spin pendulum" oscillations of a spin electron liquid. It allows us to study the effects of capacitance and inductivity on the "spin pendulum" oscillations.
The system which is investigated is a small-size conductor (closed or open circuit). We suppose that length of the conductor is much greater than square root of its cross section and all physical values depend only on distance x along the conductor (cross section of the conductor s does not depend on x).
Let us consider a magnetically inhomogeneous conductor, when a value of the conductor's magnetization depends on x. That is in term of a spin of conducting electrons, the spin polarization of an electron density in such a conductor depends only on x in the equilibrium state:
, where P is a spin polarization and n ↑↓ (x) are equilibrium densities of electrons with spin "up"
and "down" (Fig. 1) .
In particular, such a system can be realized by a spatial inhomogeneous doping with magnetic impurities and placing the conductor in a magnetic field. Here we consider the magnetization direction that is collinear along the conductor. A behavior of the conducting electrons can be described by several macroscopic parameters: v(x, t ) -the drift velocity which we consider is common for spin-up and spin-down electrons (this is due hydrodynamic transport regime which we also consider), n ↑↓ (x, t ) = n 0↑↓ (x) + δn ↑↓ (x, t ) -electron densities ( δn ↑↓ (x, t ) -non equilibrium perturbation of electron densities), µ ↑↓ (x, t ) -chemical potential for spin-up and spin-down electrons. We can express µ ↑↓ (x, t ) as sum of the equilibrium value µ 0 and perturbation δµ ↑↓ (x, t ) of the equilibrium chemical potential. We suppose that all sizes of the system are more than electronic screening length, and characteristic frequency is less then plasmonic frequency, so we can assume that condition of electro-neutrality in the conductor is: δn ↑ (x, t ) + δn ↓ (x, t ) = 0. In the case of small perturbation (|δµ ↑↓ (x, t )| << µ 0 ), the electro-neutrality condition can be expressed as follows:
where N ↑↓ are equilibrium densities of states at Fermi level.
Neglecting the spin-flip processes we can write the continuity equation for electrons of each spin σ ∂δn σ ∂t
Let us describe the system we study by a classical Lagrange function L = T −U [6] , where T is the kinetic energy and U is the potential energy of conducting electrons. The kinetic energy is connected with drift of electrons:
where j = nv is total electronic current (due to electro-neutrality ∂ j /∂x = 0), m is an electron mass, V is a total volume of the conductor, n = n ↑ + n ↓ , s = Const is the cross section of the conductor, W is length of the conductor. The potential energy U is connected with non-equilibrium spin density i.e. deviation from equilibrium value of chemical potential δµ σ :
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Lagrangian approach in spin-oscillations problem
where ε -electron energy. In main approximation N ↑↓ does not depend on energy ε (but it can depends on coordinate x). There is an explanatory drawing at Fig. 2 which contains schematic illustrations of equilibrium (a) and non-equilibrium (b) spin states which are corresponds to potential energy. Using electro-neutrality condition (1) and by integration (3) over energy we can transform (3) to the following expression:
Using the fact that a drift velocity v = j /n is common for two spins we can transform (2) to:
It is easy to integrate (5) over time (note that n 0σ and n does not depend on time):
Based on the form of (6) let us introduce generic variable:
Now we can write Lagrange function in term of q(t ):
Using common Lagrange equation
and substituting (7) into (8), we obtain harmonic oscillator equation with frequency ω
where
. Expression (9) which determines spin oscillations frequency is the same as obtained in [5] . Notice that our approach in this work does not require closure of the conductor as in [5] . Of course, closed conductor is a one of the methodology to satisfy electro-neutrality condition (1), but now we can investigate a more general situation when we have a circuit which consists of magnetically inhomogeneous part, capacity and inductor (Fig. 3) . Electro-neutrality of the open-circuit is reached due to the presence of the capacity.
To take into account presence of the capacity and inductor in the magneto-inhomogeneous conductor we must add additional terms into the Lagrangian. The kinetic energy must be supplemented by a term relevant to the inductor energy e 2 L(sq) 2 It is easy to see that if we neglect the spin inhomogeneous and inertial terms, the expression (10) grades into well known Thomson's oscillation formula for LC circuit.
As can be seen from above, we propose and describe the new device -"extended" oscillatory circuit, which frequency depends on magnetic properties of the conductor. It can be seen from the result that external magnetic field can be used to vary the oscillatory frequency of the device (by changing spatial distribution of the equilibrium spin density n ↑↓ ). Due to the presence of a capacity in the device, it can be easy used as a part of external circuit by a capacitive coupling. The described above resonant properties will appear as a peak of the impedance dependence on the frequency [4, 6] . It can be seen from (4) that the potential energy is proportional to a square of the perturbation of a chemical potentials (nonequilibrium additions to spin densities) and to the volume ∆V in which non-equilibrium densities are enclosed U ∝ δµ 2 σ ∆V . Thus, spin diffusion (which increases ∆V , decreases δµ σ and doesn't change δµ σ ∆V ) must be considered as a dissipative process. Therefore we emphasize that the expressions (9) and (10) are valid when ν r el ax << ω << ν ee , ν p , where ν r el ax is the biggest efficient frequency of relaxation processes (frequency of the collisions with a momentum loss, frequency of the spin-flip processes, characteristic diffusion frequency ν ee l 2 ee /l 2 t r , where l ee -electron free path length, l t r -characteristic length of equilibrium spatial spin inhomogeneity), ν ee is the frequency of electron-electron collisions, ν p is the plasmonic frequency.
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